Abstract -This paper considers routing in an I P network running a routing protocol such as OSPF. I t takes as a benchmark a routing scheme. which computes a single lowest cost path between every sourceldestination pair. I t proposes two more schemes which each generate two routes for each sourceldestination pair. The second scheme uses the present lowest cost route and the previous lowest cost route, different from the present one. The third scheme uses the present lowest cost route and re-computes a route by removing all the links used in the first route and using the Dijkstra algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Within an autonomous system, interior gateway protocols, such as OSPF, use link state algorithms, such as the Dijkstra algorithm. to determine routing paths through a network.
Although OSPF allows multiple paths. the usual implementation makes use o f only one path between a sourceldestination pair. In the literature, a number of writers have sought to improve network performance by using multiple paths. In references [I-31 the intention is to reduce delay and in [J] the improvement in reliability is cited. This paper will examine the use of two paths between each sourceldestination pair. and will compare the performance o f two such schemes with the standard single path scheme in utilisation o f network bandwidth.
LOAD SHARING IN I P NETWORKS
In connectionless networks such as IP. the mechanism. which allows us to ensure that all the offered load is transported, as Far as possible. is the periodic re-writing of the routing tables. We will assume that the routing tables for the nodes in the network are re-written at distinct times. The time step we will use is the time between re-writing the routing table o f one node and re-writing the routing table ofthe next node.
When the routes for an edge node (the source node) are to be written, it is assumed that the information available is the recent average traffic through each link the traffic from the source node to a11 other nodes, and those existing routes which start from the source node. It is a simple matter to recalculate the tratxc that would exist if no traftic entered the source node from outside the network. This removes the effect of the existing set o f routes, and allows the calculation to proceed with all possible routes receiving equal consideration.
The square o f the utilisation is computed as the cost function for each link (see below). and the Dijkstra algorithm is used to determine the set o f lowest cost routes from the source node to every other node. l f t h e traffic entering at the source node was incremental, then it could be guaranteed that the new set o f routes would be optimal. However, if these tlows are a considerable component o f the flow down any o f the links, this is no longer guaranteed. As the tlows rise, they increase the costs o f the links, and raise the cost o f the routes. A t some point, another route may become an equal cost alternative, and beyond this point, the optimal solution would be to divide any increment in the traffic between the two. I t is not feasible to do this in practice. since it requires knowledge of all the flows originating at the source node, and thesc are still to arrive at the time the calculation is carried out.
The routing problem could be stated in traffic engineering terms. as follows. "Given the network bandwidths and connections. and the offered traffic at any time. how should that traffic be distributed through the network in order to achieve the maximum possible total transmission o f traffic? Typically, the routing solutions in use today provide a single route from one edge device to another. But the optimal solution will usually be to distribute the traffic between each pair over several routes. The computation of the optimal solution will normally be found to he extremely complicated and to scale very poorly. However, this paper will explore the benefits o f using two good routes for each sourceldestination pair.
Multiple paths allow more traftic hetween two nodes. If the otkred tmftic between all pairs o f nodes is more or less uniform. then there may be little to be gained. because the routing tables will distribute the trattic fairly evenly over the 0-7803-751 0-6/02/$17.00 02002 IEEE 617 available links. But if the offered traftic between two pwicular nodes is great. while trattic between all others is small, then this trafiic could be routed down two parallel paths and perhaps twice as much traffic could be accepted between this pair of nodes.
The routing tables will be generated using the Dijkstra algorithm. It is necessary to assign a cost to every link in the network, and the cost used here is the square of the utilisation of each link. The tratlic flowing from node i to node j, down link(i,j) is f , and the bandwidth of the link is b,,. The contribution of link(i.j), in the direction i+j, to the total cost is c, =-.
Since traftic may be different in the two directions of a single link, it follows that in gcneral, the two costs, cy and c,, are not equal.
In a sense. the use of the quadratic cost function is arbitrary. However, the second power has the advantage that it increases faster as the tratfic approaches the bandwidth in a link (convex function). This is a desirable characteristic since it will keep the system away from saturation under a wide set of circumstances. It is well recognised that a convex function of utilisation such as this serves well as the link cost function [3;
t,:
51.

MULTIPLE ROUTES
It is proposed that two routes be generated between every sourceidestination pair. Traffic would then be shared between them. The question ofthe method used to compute the second route is difficult.
In this paper, we will follow the logic that the most recent lowest cost path, different from the new lowest cost path, will still be a good path. It is already known. and so requires no further computation. Under normal conditions. we can reasonably expect that the offered load will change only relatively slowly. and so the former "best.' path will still be a good path. The scheme which uses only a single route will be called "scheme I" and the scheme which uses the two routes described here will be called "scheme Y.
It is quite likely that the greatest advantage of routing with two paths occurs when the offered luad for a few sourceldestindtion pairs is much higher than the average. Then we will be able to pass perhaps twice as much traffic because we have two parallel paths. If this is the case, then we do not want the second route to conlain any of the links used in the lirst route. The two routes will be limited by the bandwidth of the links that make them up. and so the traffic down one route would be limited by the link with the lowest bandwidth. The total flow between the pair would be limited by the sum of these values for the two routes. But if the two routes pass through the same link, then the total traftic will be limited by the bandwidth of that single link. So the total flow is likely to be lower.
It is a fairly simple rnaner to calculate the second path in this case. The links used in the first case are removed. and the Dijkstra algorithm is run again. This need only be done for the one or two highest flows entering at each node. Under these conditions, the scaling properties are similar to those of the Dijkstra algorithm. In this paper. this process is carried out for only the highest flow, and this scheme is called "scheme 3".
It still remains to determine the proportion of tralfic that would be routed down the lowest cost route. It seems sensible to suggest that the proportion should be over 50%. and of course, it must be no more than 100%. The appendix provides the calculation ofthis ratio.
1V. NETWORK MODEL AND ROUTING
CONDITIONS
Two networks have been used in the simulation experiments. One network has six nodes and ten links. The second network has 20 nodes and 31 link. All links were given 0.622 Gbps capacity. The simulation was written in Matlab. The model of a link allows all offered traffic to pass, until link utilisation reaches 100%. Beyond that point, the link carries its full capacity, but no more.
In one time step, the existing traffic is calculated, one node is selected and the tratfic originating at that node is removed. This gives the network traffic generated by a11 the other nodes and the link costs are calculated, based on this traftic. The routes are now computed for this node. We are now ready to consider the traffic offered at the next time strp. If there are N routers in the network. then every router will have received one new routing table in the course of N time steps.
The model assumes that the lime steps are long enough for the traffic to settle down into a new pattern and that the new tratfic flows down each link can be measured and communicatrd to the relevant nodes. The sequential writing of routing tables allows the system the best chance of reaching minimum total cost.
The three ditkrent routing schemes. described above, were used. Two different load patterns were used, and the tests were carried out on the six node network. The first panern established the offered traffic of four sourcddestination pairs only. This pattern was designed to determine the likely performance of the network when the loading conditions are uneven.
In the second pattern, equal traffic was offered between every sourceldestination pair. While this is unlikely to be reproduced in practice, it gives an indication of the performance of the nrtwork under more or less uniform loading.
The results show total traftic vs offered traffic. They were generated by allowing the offered traffic to increase uniformly at each time step and then computing the sum of all traftic flowing over the network. Before the results were taken, the offered traffic was allowed to vary randomly for 500 time steps. This allowed the routing algorithms opportunity to generate more than one path between any two nodes, and so them was a good chance that at least two alternate paths had bren calculated by the time the results were taken. However, this was not guaranteed. particularly in a case where two nodes were linked by a single link. and any alternate route involved several links. Since this is also likely to be the case in practice. it was not regarded as a deficiency in the method.
Since the stability and integrity of the system are of interest. two other tests were carried out in simulation. The first was a large scale rise and drop in traffic load. The second was the disappearance and return of a node, while the network was under fairly heavy load. Figure I shows the results when traffic is offered to only four sourceldestination pairs in the six-node network. The otkred traflic rises linearly with time steps, and is kept equal in all It is clear that the best performance is offered by routing scheme 3. This scheme continues to pass all the traffic offered to if until the offered traffic reaches 3.5 Mbls. The other two schemes stat? to reduce the traffic flow at about 2.5 Mbls. After this saturation etiiect has begun, routing scheme 2 is able to pass more traftic than the one which uses only a single route for each sourcddestination pair. Figure 2 shows the results for the same network when the offered traftic between all sourceldestination pairs is equal. Again scheme I is able to pass the least amount of' traffic. Schemes 2 and 3 otiier similar performances. Saturation starts at a slightly higher level of offered tratfic (about 6Gbls vs about 5Gbls) and these schemes are able to pass significantly higher total traffic when congestion becomes severe. However, the effect is not great.
V. RESULTS
The graph in Figure 3 shows the response to large step changes in the offered traffic. The network is in a steady state, with the offered traftic between all pairs of nodes set at 0.149 Cbls. At the 201h time step. the offered load between four pairs of nodes is increased to 0.8 Gbk, and is returned to its original value at the 60th time step. ~~f~~~ load step, the network is to traffic, under all three routing AAer the step up, me responses, in all three cases. take about 10 time steps to senle muting network is to the down into a new steady state, although scheme 3 still shows some oscillation. AAer the load steps down again, all three schemes return to their original steady state in one time steo.
The situation was simulated in which one node became nonfunctional, while the network was operating at near maximum total load. The result is shown in Figure 4 . As we might expect, scheme 3 is able to carry the most traffic, followed by scheme 2. In all cases, the system remains stable, although it requires up to about ten time steps to settle down. This is not surprising, since six time steps are necessary for the recalculation of the routing tables for all nodes in the network. It is interesting that the traffic is restored to a level that is a little greater than it was before the interruption. This is true, even for the single route scheme. This illustrates the point that none of these schemes guarantee an optimal solution for the whole system, although, in practice, the solutions generated are quite similar in performance.
It is interesting to see how the schemes perform when applied to a larger network, and the uneven load test is applied to a network with 20 nodes and 31 links. It is to be expected that schemes 2 and 3 will allow more traffic than scheme I when the orered load is very uneven (see Figure 5 ). In Figure 6 we see the result of an offered load that is uniform between each sourceldcstination pair in the 20 node network. but steadily increasing. We see that there is little ditkrence in the performance of the network under the three different schemes. Saturation of the network begins at an offered load of about I2 Ghls
Vi. COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper has examined the problem of routing in connectionless networks, using only the square of the most recent value of utilisation as the cost function for a link. Each router rewrites its routing tables at distinct times, with knowledge of the traffic on each link of the network. The smallest unit of time, the time step, is the time between the rewrites of successive routers. It has been assumed that the burstiness and buffer control phenomena can he ignored in this time scale. that a link can be fully modeled by its bandwidth. and How can be specitied by its average value over one time step.
Three routing schemes have been investigated, two of which generated two routes for each sourceldestination pair. The other scheme generated only a single route.
It was found that all three schemes were stable under a variety of conditions, including sudden large changes of load and the loss and restoration of a node. These tests were carried out with the network near its maximum capacity.
A number of tests were carried out where the load was increased steadily to find at what levels the various schemes reached the limit of traffic throughput. These tests were carried out on both a six-node and a twenty-node network.
Although they are a little more complex, schemes 2 and 3 offer significantly greater throughput. when the load is uneven. These schemes also offer greater throughput when the load is uniform in the case of the six-node network. All three schemes o t k r about the same performance in the case of uniform load in the twenty-node network.
All three schemes were well behaved when links reached saturation. In the case of scheme 1. under some conditions. saturation was hard, hut the other two schemes offered a softer saturation, with higher throughput available when the load was increased. All three schemes remained stable.
The scaling properties of the three schemes are similar to those of the standard Dijkstra algorithm. and should not give any cause for concern. However, the greatest advantage of this work will be in the use of schemes 2 and 3 to make it possible to cany more trafk in small networks. We must place limits on the value ofthe a , , , " so that 0.5 <a-< I . If the calculations above result in something outside the range. then we must put amn at the appropriate limit.
